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About This Game

The glitz, glamour, and unbridled decadence of the 80s are back in Yakuza 0.

Fight like hell through Tokyo and Osaka with protagonist Kazuma Kiryu and series regular Goro Majima. Play as Kazuma
Kiryu and discover how he finds himself in a world of trouble when a simple debt collection goes wrong and his mark winds up

murdered. Then, step into the silver-toed shoes of Goro Majima and explore his “normal” life as the proprietor of a cabaret
club.

Switch between three different fighting styles instantaneously and beat up all manner of goons, thugs, hoodlums, and lowlifes.
Take combat up a notch by using environmental objects such as bicycles, sign posts, and car doors for bone-crunching combos

and savage take-downs.

Fighting is not the only way to kill time in 1988’s Japan: from discos and hostess clubs to classic SEGA arcades, there are tons
of distractions to pursue in the richly detailed, neon-lit world.

Interact with the colourful denizens the red light district: help a budding S&M dominatrix learn her profession, or ensure a street
performer can make it to the bathroom in time – there are 100 incredible stories to discover.
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Title: Yakuza 0
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 | AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 | AMD Radeon HD 6870

Additional Notes: GPU with a gpumark of : 2600 to 3100, CPU with a cpumark of 4500 to 6300

English,Japanese
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A great game where you get tons of story then slam a bike on some dude's head.

PS: This is nothing like GTA. Anyone who compares this to GTA is dumb.. It was a chance encounter since I've never had a
console and picked this up in an impulse buy, but I ended up loving every second of my playthroughs, and appreciate SEGA's
commitment to porting the games. It's definitely worth picking up, and with a price tag of 20 dollars you're getting a lot of
content for it, along with a gripping story and pretty good fighting mechanics. Hell, it even looks very nice for a game that was
originally released on the PS3, while BioWare still can't get facial expressions right. Admittedly, the game starts at a crawling
pace, but if you can get through that, you might come to love it as much as I do.. I'm so glad they ported this series to PC,
otherwise I would never have had the opportunity to play it. and let me tell you, it has become one of, if not my favourite game
series of all time, and yakuza 0 was the best place to start. it has such an amazing & captivating story, well-written & memorable
characters, tons of minigames, substories, and other content. I've spent over 100 hours in this game and STILL haven't
completed everything, there's so much to do.

also, the fact that you can go from a totally serious, heartwrenching cutscene, to a disco or karaoke minigame is awesome. this
game has a perfect mix of serious and silly that just keeps making you wanna come back for more.

if you enjoy japanese style games, beat-em-ups, and (semi) open-world games, I'd highly recommend this series, starting with
this game.

you won't regret it!. This was my 6th Yakuza game, so I already knew what I was getting myself into. It is every bit as awesome
as people said it was.. buy this game. Buys for gripping narrative, stays for karaoke minigame.
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It's not often I write reviews, but I feel like this definitely warrants it.

Yakuza 0 is my 1st proper Yakuza game. Only other experience with the series was the original PS2 demo for the 1st game.
Which I didn't like at the time so I completely skipped the series. When they started getting ported to Steam I decided to give it
a try since it'd have all the bells and whistles of a PC version.

Thankfully I did because Yakuza 0 is fantastic. It's so absurd and over the top in the best of Japanese ways yet at the same time
manages to balance it properly with the serious story. It also looks great and runs like a dream. Between the tongue in cheek
main side quests and character interactions to some of the OTTness worked into the important cutscenes, exploring the cities
and getting lost into 1 of the MANY mini games for hours (I swear, about 6-10 hours of my game are all just Club Czar),
Yakuza 0 is great from start to finish.

As a massive Shenmue fan who had been waiting for 3 until it was announced in 2015, all these years everyone recommended
Yakuza to me as the spiritual successor. I can see why. There are many nods to Shenmue in there too. The pink payphone is
lifted directly from Shenmue and dropped into some of the stores, or some of the arcades being named "Game You".

I highly recommended Yakuza 0 and I can't wait to move onto Kiwami and Kiwami 2.

Also, Majima is best badass.. daily reminder: Kiryu never kill anyone

also reminder: feels bad majima. Yakuza 0 is like a fusion between the open-world gameplay of Grand Theft Auto and JoJo's
Bizarre Adventure, complete with all the absolute absurdity that implies. Opponents can and will be impaled with daggers, have
their faces crushed underfoot, be pulverized with a baseball bat, or have their necks snapped, and walk away after the fight
completely fine, with nothing to show for the life-ending punishment they have undergone but a few bruises.

Contrary to what one might expect, though, this doesn't detract from the game at all. The game is a master-class at the uniquely
Japanese story-telling practice of juggling dramatic tension with over-the-top insanity. Because of the atmosphere this lends it,
the practice of having actual fights be mechanically no-holds-barred without anyone actually dying as a result doesn't feel out of
place.

Paradoxically, for the same reasons, it doesn't become jarring when you go from pounding a street hooligan into the dirt with a
bicycle to progressing through the game's much more serious, grounded story. The game has something for everyone; whether
you're looking for a satisfying beat-em-up, an open world that's packed full of distractions to a ridiculous degree, or a tense and
thrilling gangster drama, Yakuza 0 will not disappoint, as long as you're willing to tolerate, or outright enjoy, the game's rapid-
fire juggling of tones.. 10\/10

. The best game I've played this year.

Story, Characters, Camera shots are 10\/10. Out of this world.
The game has a near endless amount of very entertaining side content that can keep you busy for 100+ hours.
The Final Mission and the Ending are one of the best that I've seen in video games so far.
The range of emotions this game evokes is unparalleled. What a way to start a franchise for a complete newcomer like me.
Can't recommend this game enough.... I thought I was going into The Godfather and I ended up getting caught up in a Pocket
Circuit Racing soap opera with kids.

One of the best Japanese games of all time.. If you are trying to get into the Yakuza series DO NOT start with Yakuza 0.
Yakuza Kiwami is a far better game and a better starting point for new players.

Do not get me wrong the game is great but it is very much a game for fans.
If you are not a fan many you will not understands many of the references and
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callbacks to previous instalments.

The game also has a very very slow starts it takes about 13 hours of straight story
missions for the plot to start getting interesting. And even then most of the dialogue
throughout the game is bloated and overlong.

The combat is good (not as good as in Kiwami), striking a balance between the simplicity
of combat systems like the ones in the Arkham series and the depth of more complex action
games like Devil May Cry or Bayonetta. Tough the combat can be rather frustrating at the
beginning before you acquire some core upgrades.
I must also say I do not like the fact that upgrades are bought with cash instead of
experience points like in previous Yakuza games. Which means you will always be
low on cash and some of the late game upgrades require a ridiculous amount of
cash to buy and you will have to grind a lot to unlock those.

The game also includes an incredibly large amount of minigames, but you are not really
incentivised to play them so I ignored most of them.

That being said the game's conclusion is very satisfying and it definitely leaves you
wanting more Yakuza.. You can ask a dominatrix to step on you.
10\/10. Stop reading and buy it.
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